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Matthew 11: 20-24 

20Then he began to reproach the cities in which most of his deeds of power had been 

done, because they did not repent. 21Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! 

For if the deeds of power done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would 

have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. 22But I tell you, on the day of judgment 

it will be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon than for you. 23And you, Capernaum, 

 will you be exalted to heaven?  No, you will be brought down to Hades. 

For if the deeds of power done in you had been done in Sodom, it would have 

remained until this day. 24But I tell you that on the day of judgment it will be more 

tolerable for the land of Sodom than for you." 

 If I’m being honest, I was NOT a well-behaved child. I was consistently getting sent 

to the principal’s office, notes sent home to my mom, which of course would 

“mysteriously” get misplaced, and even a paddling one time! Once was enough! (Yes, it 

was legal back then!) And without a doubt, though some of my teachers were tough in 

elementary school, I feared no one more than my mom finding out.  She just had that 

“mom stare”. You know what I mean? The one that glared right to your soul when she 

did it. You just KNEW that when you got home, a whooping was included! (Largely 

because my mom never spanked us in public). As much as I feared my mom and her 

flip flop shoe on my behind, I knew it was especially bad if my mom said, “You just wait 

until I tell your father!”. Boy, then I knew my visits to his house would be consumed by 

his anger, which NEVER meant anything good. But all in all, thank goodness, by middle 

school, I learned to out grow my misbehaving and decided NOT being in trouble or 

having to face consequences was so much better.  

Hell, fire and damnation. I think that’s what Jesus wanted the people of the towns of 

his time to hear! I believe Jesus had a point. He wanted to remind the people that their 

actions had consequences and that while God never tires of sending us messengers of 

his power and mercy, we remain free to accept or not accept this message. Even when 

Jesus worked miracles, sometimes the onlookers’ faith was not deepened. Some might 

have seen it all as no more than a performance by a ‘local talent’. Even more seriously, 

the result of a miracle was sometimes a crowd scene where the people were casting 

Jesus in the role of potential political leader who might help oust the occupying forces of 

Rome. The onlookers were not ‘going deeper’ they were not picking up the clues to the 

beyond-this-world destiny to which Jesus was pointing them, or to the true origin of his 

powers. 

So we find in the Gospels moments – like here – when Jesus seems depressed at 

the people’s failure to adopt higher expectations and a better way of life. Prophets such 



as Isaiah recorded that once, wayward towns like Tyre and Sidon had mended their ways 

when God’s message was made clear to them – But not so towns like Chorazin and 

Bethsaida by the sea of Galilee, where Jesus had done his preaching. And the 

townspeople of Sodom (and Gomorrah) would have had a change of heart, and avoided 

destruction, had they been witness to miracles like those worked – in vain, as it turned 

out - by Jesus. 

Jesus seems to expect results in his mission. There is condemnation for the pride and 

arrogance which blocks the hearing of his mission. To human weakness and struggle 

Jesus shows compassion and a divine understanding; to pride and hypocrisy he speaks 

strongly, as in these few words to the cities he knew well. Jesus challenges or confronts 

us when we do not take responsibility for facing the truth and justice of the situations, we 

find ourselves in each day. I allow myself to look at Jesus in this reading in the light of 

my personal experience of being with those who challenge me to work at being my best 

self. We might not feel comfortable with the idea of Jesus as our judge, who thunders 

terrible threats on big and powerful cities. We might prefer the nice sayings about love 

for all, for these hard words unsettle us from our self-righteousness. I try to listen to these 

words as directed to me and my society's way of life. I also ask for the adequate response 

to this call for a change in my own mindset. 

Not only individuals but our whole societies are urgently called to conversion. There 

are too many innocent victims in this life, in economics and in our life together, not to 

make us ask some very painful questions about the way we are organized. I ask for light 

to see what part I can play as a responsible citizen. Jesus calls the townspeople to 

realize how fortunate they are: the message of life has been available to them, but they 

have not paid attention. I take some time in quiet, asking God to reveal to me what I may 

have neglected.  

My brothers and sisters in Christ, Jesus seems to expect some sort of change to 

happen in us when we meet him, or when we pray. Prayer is meant to have its fruits. If 

we want to know if we pray right, the question is to see how it affects our lives. The fruits 

of the Christian life are the fruits of the Holy Spirit – among them joy, peace, self-control, 

compassion and gentleness. The fruits are the marks of the disciple mentioned in the 

Beatitudes. Like the cities should have been different after the visits of Jesus, our lives 

are expanded by our prayer and love of God. That is way better than being sent to the 

principal’s office in my book!  

 

Always a servant of Christ, 

Pastor Rosy 


